LePage the GOOD:

Taken from SIRS forms Spring 2000, STT 315. Comments are in full and verbatim as found. Not all favorable written comments are reproduced here.

1. Instructor was good instructor was encouraging

2. Good job in presenting material! Have a great summer.

3. I found the class to be enjoyable. He definitely enjoys what he teaches.

4. He was very knowledgeable in his area of teaching.

5. He is extremely interested in what he teaches, but the only problem is that class drags out very long.

6. Thought I would hate class at first, but ended up going on. LePage is a great teacher w/ tons of experience. Only complaint is that class never had to last the whole 1 hr 20 min to much theory + history was presented. Overall a good class.

7. LePage is a wonderful teacher! I really enjoyed his teaching as well as little advices on life.

8. nice setup of course. made it easier to learned and forced me to stay on top of the material w/ the weekly projects & quizzes. Good Prof.

9. (Smile face)

10. I really enjoyed this class. I had no idea how much statistics plays a hand in every aspect of life from Auditing taxes to diffusion of particles in a solution. Dr. LePage did an excellent job and he made me look forward to taking the next stats class.

11. Great course! Excellent pace made sure that we learned before
proceeding. great organization and informative lectures.

12. I thought the teacher "LePage" was excellent. He made it easy to understand STT’s. He was a teacher who enjoyed what he taught and wanted the students to excell in class. He’s great!

13. The weekly work and recetation helped to make sure you learned the material on a week by week basis. lecture did seem to get long and dry at times but the Prof did a good job of presenting material.

14. Very good teacher- Really understanding & seems to care for all of us. He is pretty fast though, but there is a lot of material to cover. Sometimes I feel he is talking a different language!! Overall- Wonderful teacher.

15. I really enjoyed this course and feel I learned a lot. LePage has an excellent way of making complicated material easy to understand.

16. Dr. LePage was very enthusiastic in teaching the subject which makes it more fun to listen to. His pleasure in speaking of statistics and amazement with it’s usefulness was able to rub off on me more than it would have had he not been so interested in it himself.

17. I have been to this school for 2 years, not all of the classes I have taken are enjoyeable. However, ACC 201 and this class are the classes I really enjoy and at the same time feel learning! By the way, I enjoy the thoughts which don’t exactly relate to the course but you’ve shared with us. Thanks a lot’

18. I really liked how you used the web-page for class materials and would hope that it will continue in the future. However I feel that you should increase the number of stories and jokes told in lecture as it makes for a healthy learning environment.

19. I enjoyed the course thoroughly. I appreciated the personal help and involvement from Dr. LePage. A Fantastic Course.
20. Professor LePage did an excellent job of teaching this course. His interest in a subject as admittedly dull as Statistics is Admirable. And his off beat comments kept the course interesting.

21. The prep quizzes posted on the website were very very helpful.

22. quizzes and homework helped me keep caught up. Also, I felt the quizzes & test were fair representation of material presented in class.